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IN THE TRACKS OF BEATRIX FARRAND AT DUMBARTON OAKS, CAO | PERROT STUDIO BRINGS A CLOUDBURST OF CRYSTAL.
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Among the most intriguing things about the landscape artists Andy Cao and Xavier Perrot, and something that went unasked and unmentioned during the introduction of their new work *Cloud Terrace* at Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, D.C., in early April, is how and why these two artistic intellects have elected to work together, a hemisphere apart (Cao in Los Angeles, Perrot in Paris), rather than independently, the way so many normal egos do. Whatever, the results are spellbinding. John Beardsley, the director of garden and landscape studies at Dumbarton Oaks, and Gail Griffin, the director of gardens, invited and organized this latest Cao | Perrot installation on Beatrix Farrand’s much-edited Arbor Terrace, which involves a wire-mesh cloud that drips with 10,000 Swarovski crystals above a dark pool surrounded by green glass pebbles. Enough said. If you’re in Washington between now and October, make your way. For more information, go to www.doaks.org.

—BRADFORD MCKEE
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